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Lab Manager/Embryologist Job Opportunity 

Cross Country Genetics is a busy bovine embryo transfer practice with two donor centers located in Kansas and 

Oklahoma with 30+ years of experience in the bovine embryo transfer industry.  We are looking for an enthusiastic new 

team member to join our Oklahoma donor center location.  Full-time employment includes weekdays and seasonal 

overnight and weekend travel.  Daily activities occur both in small team settings and in independent work projects. We 

offer a complete embryology training program to new employees. 

• Essential embryology responsibilities:  assisting veterinarians during the embryo collection process; searching, 

grading, and cryopreservation of bovine conventional/IVF embryos; management of embryo collection 

database. 

• Essential lab management responsibilities: sterilizing and packing of embryo supply materials; set-up lab and 

organization of paperwork for in-clinic/on-farm collections; management of embryo collection supply inventory; 

management of patient records including embryo and semen inventories; maintain and monitor liquid nitrogen 

tanks. 

• Physical requirements for employment:  good hand eye coordination, capable of spending extended periods of 

time sitting at a microscope, and lifting up to 50lbs.  Time commitments during seasonal work requires the 

ability to work 12+ hour days and up to 5 consecutive overnight travel days with embryo teams. 

• Communication responsibilities:  the lab manager interacts directly with the lab manager of Ks, the in-house 

donor manager, team veterinarians, and clients.  Good communication skills are essential for planning ahead for 

upcoming events and executing day to day activities.  

• Educational and specialized training requirements:  B.S. in animal science or veterinarian technician degree; GPA 

3.0; Extensive lab training is provided during the initial employment period where the applicant will be expected 

to become proficient in embryo handling and lab procedure techniques. 

Additional requirements: proficient using excel, word, powerpoint, and microsoft applications; self-motivation 

during the off season to design, execute, and complete projects identified as goals for the practice.  Opportunities for 

advanced training in embryo biopsy and splitting is available once embryologists achieve significant proficiency of lab 

skills.  Success in this position requires a team member looking to work in the field of Ag building relationships with the 

industry’s leading beef producers; enjoys living in a small town setting close to Oklahoma City;  and who is excited about 

the science of reproduction and its impact on the beef industry. 

Compensation and benefits package:  salary commensurate with experience, participation in company retirement plan, 

2 weeks’ vacation, health insurance provided. 

Send Resume/CV to Sandy Zoeller s.zoeller@crosscountrygenetics.com.  Serious inquiries only please. 
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